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though the term Shi'ah is not denied. In Damascus they
are known as Arfadh' (alternative forms are Rafidhln and
Rawafidh'), a term invented by the Sunnis in the early days
of the schism, and meaning deserters, traitors, or forsakers
of the truth.1 The term Metawa'li (plural Meta'wileh) is
a synonym for Shi'ah, signifying one who befriends cAli.2 It
appears to be only of local Syrian usage. Under the desig-
nation of Meta'wileh the Shi'ahs are known throughout their
two chief districts: in the highlands east of Sidon, Tyre, and
Acre, and in the plain of Coele-Syria (the Buqa'a), as well
as in the district of 'Akkar, north-east of Tripoli, in the
northern and southern ends of the Lebanon, and in the
cities of Sidon and Tyre. South of the Sea of Galilee the
Shi'ahs are practically unknown. As they are everywhere
registered under the category of Moslems exact statistics are
wanting, but they must number at least fifty thousand.3
Probably, on account of their distinct physiognomy, it is
often assumed that they are of foreign origin. They cer-
tainly turn toward Persia as the stronghold of their faith,
but this is because in that land the Shi'ah Moslems are in the
overwhelming majority. Churchill quotes a tradition trac-
ing them to Bokhara.4 According to this tradition they fled
into the mountainous districts named above after an un-
1 For an elaborate history of the word rawafidh, see Appendix A
to the* article entitled "The Heterodoxies of the Shiites," etc., by Pro-
foHsor Fried laemk'r, in the "Journal of the American Oriental Society/*
vol. XXIX, pp. 137-1.51).
3	From jj,5 (waliy'yi), friend, comes the verbal form (J,*j (tewal'Ii),
to make a friend of, from which is derived the progressive noun
J»*-£xj (metawal'li), plural xLUuo (meta'wilek), one who makes friends
with.   The Shi'aha understand the word *Ali.   This is the accepted
derivation, though ones from the root, JL, to separate, has been sug-
gested.
8 Dr. Wortabct, writing in 1860, regards eighty thousand as an over-
estimate. ("Religion in the East.," p. 201.) The recent estimate of
Cuinet is only about thirty-Hevcn thousand. The number given above
Is a mere guess.
4	"Mount Lebanon/' vol. Ill, pp. 110-111, by Colonel Churchill
(London, 1864),

